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Abstract: Many studies have been devoted to single drop impacts onto liquid films and pools, while
just a few are available about double drop or drop train impacts, despite the fact that the latter are
more realistic situations. Thus, computational fluid dynamics with a volume-of-fluid approach was
used here to simulate the impact of multiple drops into deep pools. The aim was to verify if multiple
drop impacts significantly differ from single drops ones, and if the models available in the literature
for the crater depth in the case of single impacts are reliable also for the multiple drop cases. After
validation against experimental data for single and double drop impacts, simulations for four to
30 drops, with a diameter of 2.30 mm, impact velocities 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.2 m/s, and random initial
positions in the domain were performed. The results showed that the time evolution of the crater
depth for multiple impacts is similar to the single drop case during the inertial phase, while the
following behavior is very different. Consequently, the available models for the maximum crater
depth during single drop impacts can still predict the upper and lower bounds of the values of the
crater depth during multiple drop impacts within 5% deviation.

Keywords: multiple drop impact; crater depth; computational fluid dynamics; numerical simulation;
volume-of-fluid; interFoam; deep pool

1. Introduction

Many phenomena, both of natural and technological interest, involve the interaction
between liquid drops and an interface, in most cases between a solid and a gas or a liquid
and a gas. The interaction may be mechanical, thermal, or chemical, and it may start with
the generation of the drop on the interface (as during condensation) or with the impact
of the drop onto the same. In the latter case, the impact velocity may be low (down to
practically zero when the drop is gently deposed) or high, normal, or oblique. In most
situations, a series of drops impact the interface at nearly the same time. A first example
is obviously rain, with its effects on the Earth’s water surfaces (oceans, seas, lakes, rivers,
etc.) and on, e.g., fields, buildings, monuments, planes, and wind turbines. This also
happens in many other scenarios, e.g., internal combustion engines, firefighting systems,
surface cooling, spray painting, inkjet printing, pesticide distribution in agriculture, and
blood sprays in crime scenes. Therefore, the importance of a deep understanding of this
phenomenon is evident, which is far from being a simple one, up to the point that despite
more than a century of investigation it is still not fully explained.

In the literature, many studies can be found, dealing either with the impact of a single
drop (onto dry solid surfaces, onto surfaces wetted by liquid films of different thicknesses,
still or moving, and onto gas–liquid interfaces alone in deep pools), or with the behavior of
sprays, where the multitude of drops in the spray is considered in statistical terms. Such
literature is so vast that it is impossible to cite all the relevant papers. Detailed introductory
information and reviews about the single drop impact onto liquid surfaces can be found
in [1,2], onto both solid and liquid surfaces in [3], and onto solid surfaces with the different
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possible scenarios in [4]. An in-depth analysis of sprays is described in [5]. Specifically on
single drop impacts into deep pools, the work by Cole [6] is a valuable reference.

On the contrary, the studies about the impact of a limited number of drops, but not
one, are quite scarce. Concerning drops in parallel with simultaneous or delayed impacts,
the impact of two gemini drops onto a deep pool is analyzed in [7–9], of two gemini drops
onto a thin liquid film in [10], and of three gemini drops onto a thin liquid film in [11,12].
Concerning drops in a series, the impact onto a dry surface is described in [13] and in [14]
where heat transfer is also analyzed; the impact onto deep pools is described in [15,16] and
in [17], in which the creation of a funnel is also reported.

To mitigate the lack of information about the impact of more than one drop, in the
present work computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with a finite volume, volume-of-fluid
approach was used to simulate the unsynchronous impact of multiple water drops into a
deep pool of the same liquid and having the same temperature of the drops.

In fact, drop impact is a two-phase or three-phase (if the surface is of a solid) fluid
dynamics phenomenon, in which inertial, viscous, and capillary forces merge their effects.
It also becomes a multi-physics problem when heat transfer, mass transfer, or chemical reac-
tions play a significant role (e.g., for hot or cold drops or surfaces, for drops impacting onto
a chemically different liquid, and for reactive wetting). Therefore, the analytical solution of
the resulting models is not viable, and very simplified models built on experimental results
have been for a long time the only tool for analysis and prediction. In relatively recent years,
CFD have also become commonly used. Many remarkable studies were developed, imple-
menting the different CFD approaches: from the pioneering works [18], to developments
with in-house software tools [19–21], to the most recent ones mainly using open-source
packages [22–24], in addition to some of the previously cited papers. More specifically,
Eulerian models using the finite volume method and the volume-of-fluid modelling tech-
nique [25] are the most used algorithms, followed by level-set [26], markers [27], interface
capturing and tracking [28,29], combined volume-of-fluid and level-set [30,31] also with
the ghost fluid method [32] and adaptive mesh refinement [33], Lattice Boltzmann [34,35],
and molecular dynamics simulations (suitable up to the scale of nanodrops only) [36].

Specifically concerning multiple drop impacts—whose study is the major point of
originality of the present work—onto deep pools, their outcomes depend on a multiplicity
of factors: the fluids (drop, pool, surrounding atmosphere), the temperatures, the drop
diameters, impact velocity, drop positions and mutual distances, and the time delay be-
tween the impacts of the single drops. Consequently, the number of simulations needed to
uniformly cover all the space of the governing parameters would be extremely large. The
approach here was therefore the following:

• A single fluid (water) at a fixed temperature was selected.
• Validation of the simulations against previously acquired experimental data [8,9] for

single and double drop impacts was performed.
• Repeated simulations about the impact of four to 30 drops were performed, with the

drops having the same diameter and impact velocity, but random positions in the
domain, including the vertical distance from the pool, so that they hit the liquid–gas
interface at slightly different time instants.

The aim was to statistically evaluate the effect of the mutual interactions between the
craters formed by the single drops, particularly in terms of crater depth, to check if the
latter is significantly affected by them, and consequently if the many models available in
the literature for such a quantity during a single drop impact can be reliable also for the
more realistic case of multiple drop impacts.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup

Validation of the numerical simulations was performed against the experimental
results acquired in previous campaigns [8]. In such experiments, drop impacts were
analyzed by means of high-speed videos of the drop-pool system seen in back illumination.
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The experimental set-up and procedures, including the uncertainty analysis for the main
parameters, were described in full detail by the authors of [8,9].

2.2. Numerical Simulations

The numerical simulations were performed using the interFoam solver of the OpenFOAM®

open source CFD toolbox [37]. interFoam is a finite volume solver based on the volume-of-
fluid (VOF) method and implementing the continuum surface force model to include the
effects of surface tension at the interface [38]. OpenFOAM® was selected as it is free and
open-source, and because of the many favorable reviews [39–42] and successful cases of use
described in the literature both about drop impacts onto solid surfaces [43], normal impacts
onto liquid surfaces for single drops [16,44,45], oblique impacts of single drops [46], drop
trains [47], and other Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase fluid dynamics applications [48]. The
model implemented in interFoam includes the continuity and momentum equations for a
Newtonian and incompressible fluid [49,50], whose density and viscosity are calculated as
a weighted average of the corresponding properties of the single phases, on the basis of an
indicator function named volume fraction. The latter assumes a value of 0 for one phase, 1
for the other, and between 0 and 1 in the interfacial regions, and it is transported by the fluid
velocity field. Volume tracking and interface reconstruction is then performed (typically as
the isosurface at a volume fraction equal to 0.5), with no explicit interface tracking. With
respect to the original VOF formulation, the interFoam model includes an additional term
in the volume fraction equation, aiming at “compressing” the interface (even down to just
2–4 cells). In strict terms, such a term is a mass source, but both literature results [48] and
verification by the authors proved that mass variation is completely negligible.

The complete system of equations solved by interFoam is constituted by the continuity
equation (Equation (1)), the Navier-Stokes equation (Equation (2)) and the equation for the
transport of the volume fraction (Equation (3)), as follows:

∇·u = 0 (1)

∂(ρu)
∂τ

+∇·(ρuu)−∇·(µ∇u)− (∇u)·∇µ = −∇Pd − g·x∇ρ+ σκ∇γ (2)

∂γ

∂τ
+∇·( _

uγ) +∇·[urγ(1− γ)] = 0 (3)

where u is the flow velocity; ur is the relative velocity at the interface (uliquid–ugas); x is
the local coordinate vector; g is the gravity vector; σ is the interface tension between the
phase (water–air surface tension in the present work); κ is the curvature of the interface;
Pd is a modified pressure term, removing the hydrostatic contribution (Pd = P− ρg·x);
u, ρ, and µ are the average velocity in the interfacial region and the fluid density and
viscosity, respectively, all calculated as weighted averages of the single-phase quantities
(even though this has a physical basis only for the density):

_
u = uliquid γ+ ugas(1− γ) (4)

ρ = ρliquid γ+ ρgas(1− γ) (5)

µ = µliquid γ+ µgas(1− γ) (6)

The advantage of the VOF method with respect to the two-fluid models is that a single
set of equations must be solved. Further details about the interFoam solver and models can
be found in [48,51], and in [52], where the source code can also be found. Very promising
modified versions of interFoam were also presented in the literature [46,53], but the source
code was not made publicly available, so the version included in the official OpenFOAM®

distribution was used.
Concerning the discretization schemes and solution algorithms, the implicit Euler

scheme (first-order accurate) was used for the time derivative, as it proved to offer better
results in comparison with the second-order Crank-Nicholson discretization schemes that
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were tested during preliminary simulations, selecting different blending factors between
0.5 and 1. The conventional advection term was discretized using Gauss schemes: lim-
ited Van Leer for the volume fraction and limited linear for the velocity. For the latter,
variations of the limiter parameter were tested, but the best results were obtained when
keeping it equal to 1. Finally, the OpenFOAM® specific interfaceCompression scheme [54]
was selected for the discretization of the compression term. In fact, the other possible
scheme, isoAdvector, did not offer significant improvements, despite the good performances
reported in the literature [55,56]. Adaptive time stepping was used, limiting the allowed
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number to 0.3, according to the recommendations for 3D
cases [39,54]. Some volume fraction sub-cycles were also performed to further improve
the accuracy.

Three-dimensional domains shaped as rectangular cuboids were used for the simula-
tions, as shown in Figure 1.

Concerning the boundary conditions, for all the simulated cases:

• The bottom boundary was set as a wall, i.e., fixed value equal to 0 for the velocity, zero
gradient for the pressure, volume fraction equal to 1 (water always present).

• The top boundary was set as an open boundary, i.e., zero gradient for the velocity,
fixed value equal to 0 for the pressure, volume fraction equal to 0 (air always present).

• The side boundaries were set as symmetry boundaries for all the variables, to reduce
the computational effort for single and double drop impacts, and to model the control
volume as a “tile” of a larger physical domain for multiple drop impacts.

To reduce the height of the domain, the detachment of the drops from the generator and
their fall towards the pool surface were not simulated: the drops were directly initialized
as spheres near the free surface of the pool, with an initial velocity corresponding to the
selected one. This approach has a point of weakness in the fact that drop oscillations after
the detachment from the needle are not considered. In general, drop shape and oscillatory
behavior may be an important influence on the impact outcomes, but in this case the
shapes of the drops in the experiments were nearly spherical, so this approximation seemed
acceptable. The mesh was purely structured, with hexahedral cells. Grading was used for
the double drop simulations to better capture the “neck” between the two craters [9], while
uniform meshes were used for the single and the multiple drop simulations. Adaptive
remeshing is very slow in OpenFOAM® for 3D cases, so static meshes were used in all cases.

As the investigated impact velocities were low, laminar flow was assumed for both
phases, in agreement with all the previously cited papers in this field. For each phase, the
values of all the relevant thermophysical properties were taken at 28◦C (average value from
the experiments described in [8]).

At the beginning of the simulations, the pool height and the positions, diameters, and
velocities of the drops within the domain were set using the setFields OpenFOAM® utility.
Outside from the drops, the initial velocity was set to 0 for the whole domain. Given the
assumption of incompressibility for both phases, pressure was initialized at 0. For the
single and double drop impact cases, drop diameter and velocities were set according to the
experimental values, in the range 2.27–2.32 mm and 1.0–2.0 m/s, respectively, as reported
in [8,9]. For the multiple drop impacts, drop diameter was set to 2.30 mm for all cases,
this value being the rounding of the average of the drop diameters in the experiments for
single and double drop impacts. Drop impact velocities for the multiple impacts were set
at 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.2 m/s, respectively. A total of 10 configurations were tested, 9 of them
with a number of drops randomly chosen between 4 and 9, and 1 including 30 drops. For
half of the simulations, the initial positions of the drops in the domain were randomly
set independently for each impact velocity; for the other half (including the cases with
30 drops), the initial positions of the drops in the domain were randomly set for the cases
at 1.0 m/s and then kept fixed for the other impact velocities. Two restrictions to the
randomness of position were imposed: the distance from the domain boundaries cannot be
less than 1.2 mm and the distance between two drop centers must be larger than 1.2 mm,
so that at the beginning no drop touches the symmetry boundaries or another drop.
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Figure 1. Domain and mesh (drawn at half the real refinement level, for better visualization) for the
single (a), double (b), and multiple (c) impact simulations.

Figures 2–4 show some examples of the initial positions of the drops and of some
frames extracted from the results of the numerical simulations (both as 3D views and as
2D views used to extract the crater depth), for a case of single drop impact and two cases
of multiple drop impacts with 5 and 30 drops, respectively, impact velocity 1.4 m/s. Time
t = 0 is set at the instant in which the first drop touches the pool free surface.

Table 1 reports the number and initial positions of the drops in all the multiple impact
cases, by showing top views of the simulated domain. Cases from 5 to 9 are those with
the same drop positions for all the velocities, while the cases from 1 to 4 are with drop
positions different for each velocity. In some cases, the difference between the cases is only
in the vertical positions of the drops, so it cannot be appreciated by the top view; still, it
results in different crater interactions.

The dimensions of the domain selected after the preliminary simulations were 18 × 18
(horizontal) × 22 (vertical) mm for the cases with 1 to 9 drops, and 36 × 36 (horizontal) ×
22 (vertical) mm for the cases with 30 drops; the cells were cubic with side 0.125 mm in
all cases.

It is worth noting that in the VOF approach, regions of the same fluids coming into
contact merge instantaneously, because the underlying model is not able to represent
retarded coalescence (modified models would be needed, e.g., see [57]). On the other hand,
real-world interfaces may resist even with direct contact—at least for a certain time—if
the pressure of the contacting regions is not too different (that is why it is possible to have
bouncing bubbles or drops [58]). These aspects cannot be reproduced in the simulations;
for the present case this should influence the results only in a very limited number of cases
during multiple drop impacts, in which two drops merge before impact, while in reality
they may continue to fall touching each other, but without coalescence.
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Figure 2. Examples of frames (3D and 2D used to extract the crater depth) showing the evolution of
the craters and of the free surface of the pool for a case of single drop impact, impact velocity 1.4 m/s.

Figure 3. Examples of frames (3D and 2D used to extract the crater depth) showing the evolution of
the craters and of the free surface of the pool for a case of multiple drop impacts with 5 drops, impact
velocity 1.4 m/s.
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Figure 4. Examples of frames (3D and 2D used to extract the crater depth) showing the evolution
of the craters and of the free surface of the pool for a case of multiple drop impacts with 30 drops,
impact velocity 1.4 m/s.
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Table 1. Top views of the simulated domain showing the initial positions of the drops in all the
performed simulations about multiple impacts.

Test w = 1.0 m/s w = 1.4 m/s w = 1.8 m/s w = 2.2 m/s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3. Results and Discussion

As already said, among the many parameters (depth, width, shape, capillary waves)
that characterize the crater, expanding and then receding after the drop impact, the crater
depth was selected as the quantity of interest for this study, even if it must be kept in
account that the drop water was also transported towards much lower depths than the
crater’s bottom [8,9,59]). Therefore, crater depth evolution in time and maximum reached
crater depth were analyzed. The aim was to evaluate the effect of the mutual interactions
between the drops and the craters and particularly to check how they alter the maximum
depth reached by the craters.

The results were also compared with the most credited models available in the litera-
ture, to quantify the discrepancies with respect to the simulated results and assess their
reliability for multiple drop impacts.
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3.1. Mesh Independence and Validation against Experimental Data

The validation of the numerical setup and procedure was performed by comparing the
crater depth profiles as a function of time with respect to the experimental ones reported
in [8]. Mesh independence was verified by performing numerical simulations with mesh
sizes between 72,200 and 7,166,250 cells, as shown in Figure 5 for the case of the single drop
impact at 1.4 m/s. The results with the different tested meshes and the interfaceCompression
scheme are shown with continuous lines, while the results with the isoAdvector scheme are
shown with dashed lines. The experimental data are evidenced with asterisk markers.

In Figure 5 and in all of the following charts, the crater depth is shown in its dimen-
sionless version zmax dl, calculated as the ratio between the depth and the drop diameter
before impact. In the same figure, the percent deviations in terms of maximum depth
when using some of the tested meshes are also indicated. For single drop impacts, the
percent deviations on the maximum crater depth were −10.33%, −0.78% and −9.87% for
the velocities w = 1.0 m/s, 1.4 m/s, and 2.0 m/s, respectively; for double drop impacts, they
were −6.10%, −1.70%, and −0.14% for the velocities w = 1.0 m/s, 1.4 m/s, and 2.0 m/s,
respectively. Thus, the maximum crater depth was predicted within 10% accuracy, and less
in the majority of cases; therefore, the agreement can be considered satisfactory.

Figure 5. Dimensionless crater depth as a function of time for single drop impact at 1.4 m/s,
simulations vs. the experiments reported in [8]. The results with different mesh resolutions are shown
to evidence the mesh independence. The percent deviations between the simulated and experimental
maximum crater depths with the selected meshes are also indicated.

During the inertial phase, in which the crater expands until it reaches the maximum
depth, the mean absolute percentage difference between the simulation results with the
175 × 234 × 175 mesh and the experimental data was 3.31% for the single drop impact cases
and 3.79% for the double drop cases. The corresponding median values of the percentage
deviation were 3.75% and 2.96%, respectively. As can be seen also in Figure 5, the agreement
was much worse for the following capillary phase, in which the crater closes, with mean
deviation 24.96% and median deviation 28.83% for the single impacts, and 16.30% and
14.72%, respectively, for the double impacts. No final explanation could be given for the
significant difference in the performance of the simulations during the capillary phase
between the single and double drop impacts.

On the basis of the simulations performed for validation, the domain was reduced to
its already described final dimensions, and consequently the final mesh sizes selected for
the simulations were 144 × 144 × 176 (3.65 million cells) for the simulations with one to
nine drops, and 288 × 288 × 176 (14.6 million cells) for the simulations with 30 drops.
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3.2. Results for Multiple Drop Impacts

Figures 6–9 report the results of the simulations in terms of time evolution of the
dimensionless crater depth for the multiple drop impacts. In the same figures, the results
for the single and double drop impacts and the prediction from some of the most credited
literature models for the crater depth evolution and for the maximum crater depth are also
shown. The equations and the references of the selected literature models are reported in
Table 2.

Figure 6. Dimensionless crater depth as a function of time for single, double, and multiple drop
impacts at 1.0 m/s. Predictions from some of the most credited literature models are also shown.

Figure 7. Dimensionless crater depth as a function of time for single, double, and multiple drop
impacts at 1.4 m/s. Predictions from some of the most credited literature models are also shown.
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Figure 8. Dimensionless crater depth as a function of time for single, double, and multiple drop
impacts at 1.8 m/s. Predictions from some of the most credited literature models are also shown.

Figure 9. Dimensionless crater depth as a function of time for single, double, and multiple drop
impacts at 2.2 m/s. Predictions from some of the most credited literature models are also shown.

The profiles in the multiple impact cases with four to nine drops enclosed a region,
depending on the mutual interaction between the drops, that depended on the drop
positions. Such a region is evidenced in the charts with a filled band, to better underline
this aspect in comparison with the results of single and double drop impacts, that are
drawn as continuous lines. The median of the crater depths for the multiple impact cases
and the values for the 30 drops simulations are also shown as continuous lines, while the
prediction from the model by Bisighini et al. is represented with a dashed line.

From the graphs it can be seen how, in the first part, the time histories of the crater
depth for single, double, and multiple drop impacts are very similar. On the contrary, in
the second part the profiles are different, particularly for the multiple drops where there is
not the tendency of the crater to close as it does after single and double impacts. This can
be seen from the last part of the plots, where the crater depth for multiple drop impacts
tends to remain constant for a long time.
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Table 2. Literature models for the dimensionless crater depth evolution and maximum crater depth.

Model Equation[s]

Pumphrey and Elmore (1990) [60] zmaxdl =
(

FrD
3

) 1
4

Prosperetti and Oguz (1993) [61] zmaxdl =

[
2
(

2
3 FrR + 4 FrR

WeR
+ FrR

2

WeR2

)1/2
− 2 FrR

WeR

]1/2

Leng (2001) [62] zmaxdl = 0.727
(

FrD
3

) 1
4

Brutin (2003) [63]
zmaxdl = (1 + kWe)

1
5

k = 20B0
3

24+3B0
2 B0 = D0

a a =
√

2σ
ρg

Bisighini et al. (2010) [64]

..
α = − 3

2

.
α

2

α −
2

α2We −
1
Fr

ζ
α + 7

4

.
ζ

2

α −
4

.
α

α2Re
..
ζ = −3

.
α

.
ζ

α −
9
2

.
ζ

2

α −
2
Fr −

12
.
ζ

α2Re
with initial conditions:

.
α = 0.17 α = α0 + 0.17τ

.
ζ = 0.27 ζ = −α0 + 0.17τ

Figure 10 shows the maximum crater depths reached during multiple drop impacts as
box plots, for the four investigated impact velocities.

Figure 10. Box plots of the maximum dimensionless crater depth for multiple drop impacts, at the
different impact velocities.

Tables 3–5 report the quantitative comparison between the simulation results and the
predictions of the selected literature models, in terms of percent deviation of the model
prediction with respect to the minimum, median, and maximum values of the maximum
crater depth for each of the investigated impact velocities. Other literature models (e.g.,
those by Fedorchenko and Wang [65]) returned similar values.

Table 3. Deviation between the maximum dimensionless crater depths predicted from the literature
models and the minimum values of the quantity calculated from the simulations at the different velocities.

Model 1.0 m/s 1.4 m/s 1.8 m/s 2.2 m/s

Pumphrey 49.49 41.68 43.84 38.54
Prosperetti and Oguz 22.22 18.03 23.00 20.99

Leng 8.68 3.00 4.57 0.72
Brutin 11.41 0.55 −1.10 −6.97

Bisighini 18.26 8.41 10.86 7.54
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Table 4. Deviation between the maximum dimensionless crater depths predicted from the literature
models and the median values of the quantity calculated from the simulations at the different velocities.

Model 1.0 m/s 1.4 m/s 1.8 m/s 2.2 m/s

Pumphrey 39.71 34.31 27.99 21.44
Prosperetti and Oguz 13.29 11.89 9.44 6.05

Leng 1.57 −2.35 −6.95 −11.72
Brutin 4.21 −4.67 −12.00 −18.45

Bisighini 10.52 2.78 −1.36 −5.74

Table 5. Deviation between the maximum dimensionless crater depths predicted from the literature
models and the maximum values of the quantity calculated from the simulations at the different velocities.

Model 1.0 m/s 1.4 m/s 1.8 m/s 2.2 m/s

Pumphrey 6.78 8.47 5.96 7.78
Prosperetti and Oguz −13.41 −9.64 −9.39 −5.87

Leng −22.37 −21.14 −22.96 −21.64
Brutin −20.42 −23.02 −27.14 −27.62

Bisighini −15.53 −17.00 −18.33 −16.34

As can be seen from the tables, the models by Leng and by Brutin offer the best
performance in predicting the median values of the maximum crater depths at the lowest
impact velocities, while the model by Bisighini becomes the best at the highest ones.

The models by Leng and by Brutin are also the best in predicting the minimum values
of the maximum crater depths at the different impact velocities. The model by Pumphrey
and the model by Prosperetti and Oguz are overestimating the minimum and median
values, particularly the first one, that then turns to give the best results in terms of the
maximum values of the maximum crater depths at the lowest impact velocities.

Figures 11–13 show the maximum crater depths as a function of the dimensionless
groups typically used to characterize drop impacts, the Reynolds ReD, the Weber WeD, and
the Froude FrD numbers:

ReD =
ρ w D

µ
; WeD =

ρ w2 D
σ

; FrD =
w2

gD
(7)

The trends in the charts are obviously the same, but the latter helps in contextualizing
the investigated conditions. The points corresponding to the simulations with between
four and nine drops are shown with circle markers, while the triangle markers evidence the
results from the 30 drop simulations. The cases in which the drop number and positions
were the same in the simulations at the different impact velocities are connected by a line.
In the last chart, some additional lines are also traced:

• the line corresponding to Zmax ad = (FrD/3)1/4—that, as already said, is the “basis” of
many of the literature models—is also shown as a dash-dot line.

• the two lines corresponding to Zmax ad = 0.675 (FrD/3)1/4 and Zmax ad = 0.935 (FrD/3)1/4,
that can be used as “rounded” boundaries of the simulation results. A larger number
of simulations would be needed to perform a significant fitting of the minimum, maxi-
mum, and median values of the maximum crater depths in order to propose a new
model with reliable coefficients.

Concerning the influence of the distances between the drops, from the results it seems
that the crater depth tends to reduce when increasing the number of drops, e.g., the results
with 30 drops are those with the lowest values. Such a finding is not surprising, as when
many drops are present and their mutual distance is relatively short, each crater “disturbs”
the others during the inertial expansion phase. This is due both to the effect of pressure,
as expanding craters displace water that is pushed towards the other craters, opposing
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their growth, and of surface tension when craters merge. To further verify this effect, an
additional simulation was performed, with 16 drops uniformly distributed in the domain,
synchronously impacting the pool at 1.4 m/s. This is an unrealistic situation, that was
simulated as an extreme case. As can be seen from Figure 14, the craters arrive to “block”
each other.

Figure 11. Maximum dimensionless crater depths for multiple drop impacts as a function of the
Reynolds number. Circle markers are used for the points corresponding to the simulations with
between four and nine drops, while the triangle markers for the results from the 30 drop simulations;
the colors are related to the different impact velocities (brown 1.0 m/s, dark cyan 1.4 m/s, green
1.8 m/s, yellow 2.2 m/s).

Figure 12. Maximum dimensionless crater depths for multiple drop impacts as a function of the
Weber number. Circle markers are used for the points corresponding to the simulations with between
four and nine drops, while the triangle markers for the results from the 30 drop simulations; the
colors are related to the different impact velocities (brown 1.0 m/s, dark cyan 1.4 m/s, green 1.8 m/s,
yellow 2.2 m/s).
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Figure 13. Maximum dimensionless crater depths for multiple drop impacts as a function of the
Froude number. Circle markers are used for the points corresponding to the simulations with between
four and nine drops, while the triangle markers for the results from the 30 drop simulations; the
colors are related to the different impact velocities (brown 1.0 m/s, dark cyan 1.4 m/s, green 1.8 m/s,
yellow 2.2 m/s).

Figure 14. Three-dimensional view of the initial drop positions (a) 1 ms before the impact, and of the
free surface configuration (b) 3 ms after the impact for a case with 16 drops uniformly distributed in
the domain, impact velocity 1.4 m/s.

4. Conclusions

Numerical simulations of single, double, and multiple and not synchronous water
drop impacts onto deep pools were performed in a finite volume framework, using the
two-phase, incompressible interFoam solver of the OpenFOAM® open-source CFD package.
After validation against the experimental data for single and double drop impacts, the
focus was on the evolution in time and maximum value of the crater depth. Four impact
velocities, namely 1.0 m/s, 1.4 m/s, 1.8 m/s, and 2.2 m/s were investigated, performing
nine simulations for each of them with a random number (between four and 30) and
positions of the drops in the domain.

The results were compared with some of the most credited literature models for the
crater depth after single drop impacts, with the aim to assess the reliability of such models
to predict such a quantity also for multiple impacts. The models by Leng, Brutin, and
Bisighini offer very good performances in predicting the minimum value of the maximum
crater depths at the different impact velocities, while the model by Pumphrey has the best
agreement in terms of the maximum value of such a quantity. Thus, it can be concluded
that some of the models available in the literature for the crater maximum depth can also
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be used as the upper and lower bounds of the values of the crater depth during multiple
drop impacts. Moreover, the results show that in the presence of many drops the maximum
depth is reduced, as the water displaced by each crater hampers the expansion of the others.

A larger number of simulations would be needed to perform a significant fitting and
to provide a new model, e.g., for the median values of the maximum crater depth. This is
foreseen as one of the future works for the research activity, included in a more extensive
simulation campaign performed on the basis of a rigorous design of experiment, aimed at
systematically exploring the effects of the separated variations of the single governing pa-
rameters. Additionally, the validation with experimental data directly acquired for multiple
drop impacts and an extension of the investigation (both numerical and experimental) to
drops having smaller diameters and higher velocities—to match more closely, e.g., those of
rain drops—are needed to draw more in-depth conclusions about the differences between
single and multiple drop impacts, in relation to the specific scenarios.
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